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ABSTRACT 

It has been consistently witnessing the progressive change in the consumer behaviour because of 

digital marketing which plays significant role in this modern era. The digital marketing brings drastic 

changes in the consumer behavioural pattern.  As consequences to this, the consumers are showing 

their behaviour dynamically. An attempt has been made to study the impact of digital marketing on 

consumer behaviour. As the digital marketing is a vast subject that could not be possible to fetch in 

single study. So, one area has been selected i.e. online ad banners from the digital marketing to 

understand its impact on the consumer behaviour. The online ad banners which appears around the 

boundaries of the browsing screen in different patterns and in different sizes. The study has not 

taken various types of ad banners categorically but considering as a whole. In this article, the focus 

has been made on an online ad banner and its impact on the consumer behaviour. The graphical 

interface that the Web can create between the company and its customers provides a platform for 

marketing communication. The study has been carried out by quantitative method through 

surveying with the list of questionnaires by taking the sample size of 80 respondents in the 

Hyderabad city of Telangana State, India. The study found that the effect of ad banner has been 

recognized into active and passive way. The result shows that the ad banner does make an impact 

on the consumer buying behaviour. The study shows that majority of respondents does pay 

attention towards ad banner. The study reveals that the effect of ad banners is more passive on 

consumer than active. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The advancement of the internet tool that accompanied by a business turnaround which has great 

influences on the consumer behaviour and the practices of marketing particularly the B2C segment. 

The advancement of internet and the growing number of internet users over a decade has drastically 

makes an impact on consumer behaviour which leads to the changing environment of marketing 

practices particularly the B2C segment. Over a time, the evolution of digital marketing brings 

innovative and creativity in the marketing practices to tackle dynamic consumer behaviour. As the 

internet is the utmost imposing media of communication in this information era. Internet users are 

increasing day to day. Every moment people are surfing internet for work purpose or passing their 

leisure time and connecting with the people. That gives an opportunity for the marketers by utilizing 

the digital marketing tools such as ad banner to attract the customers. As the digital marketing is a 

vast subject that could hard to fetch in this paper completely. So, only one area/tool of digital 

marketing has been selected i.e. online ad banner to conduct the study. 

The Ad banners are among the most popular tool in the digital marketing. It is easy to move on the 

particular website through the ad banner. Websites are selected by the number of visitor or users 

who want to visit the website. The attractiveness of ad banner is growing day to day. Thus, it holds 

large number of online advertisements share. Ad Banners come into view to the consumer in 

freezing image which may define as the static ads (Tavor, 2011). Banner ads may visible to the user 

in music, coloured and or motion picture called dynamic advertisement. Ad Banners appear on 

margins of the websites. As a result users could not easily avoid it. If the ad banners create interest 

to the consumer and consumer wants to more about the information of a product or service than 

the user may get more information by clicking it (Armstron and Mark, 2006). According to Berthon et 

al., (1996) article on internet advertising published in 1996 which was about the online classic 

banner advertisement says that it creates interaction between consumer and the advertiser which 

was new era in the advertising world.  

Over a decade, the concept of advertising is changing day by day towards internet advertisement. 

The growing area of interactive advertising presents new challenges for marketer to attract 

customer. Online advertising passes several benefits like it increases efficiency, reduces costs, 

provides more flexibility and as a global medium. The internet enables buyers and sellers to interact 

and manage business transactions 24 X 7. The endorsement of online sales and advertising revenue 

has growth significantly. 

The importance of online presence for all businesses has become more and more vital for success. 

The internet has opened up the global markets for many industries. Traditional marketing is 
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generally considered as a cost for a company, but when marketing in digital environment is done 

well it is not a cost, it becomes an investment (Thomas, 2011, p. 2). There are several factors that 

differentiate digital marketing from its offline counterpart, but one major contributor for the success 

of digital marketing is that the results are measurable. Once digital marketing has driven a user to 

the website everything what the user does on the site can be tracked (Kaushik, 2010, p. 1) 

The Interactive Advertising Bureau, IAB, (2011) has set guidelines for standard banner ad sizes, 

which are: 

1. 300 x 250 IMU (Medium rectangle) 

2. 180 x 150 IMU (Rectangle) 

3. 728 x 90 IMU (Leader board) 

4. 160 x 600 IMU (Wide Skyscraper) 

5. 300 x 600 IMU (Half page) 

6. 120 x 60 IMU (Button 2) 

7. 88 x 31 IMU (Micro bar) 

However, in this article has not dealing with the types of ad banner but considering as whole to 

know the impact on consumer behaviour. The benefits of digital communication are boundless for 

companies, with timeliness, cost and interactivity. Nevertheless, users are daily met with the huge 

mass of information that perhaps may affect the concern of impact of this form of communication. 

Therefore, it is necessary to know, to what extent the ad banner makes an impact on consumer 

buying behaviour. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Dreze, Xavier and F. Zufryden F. (1998) conducted the study on the topic “Is Internet Advertising 

Ready for Prime Time?” the study shows that it is difficult to compare advertising effectiveness on 

the Internet relative to standard media, such as broadcast and print, because current measures of 

advertising effectiveness on the Web are not standardized and encompasses significant 

measurement errors. In this study, the study investigates issues relating to the accurate 

measurement of advertising GRPs, Reach and Frequency on the Internet. Furthermore, the study 

suggest serious measurement issues that need to be resolved before Internet advertising can be 

considered as an integral part of a company's media mix. 

Consumers have direct control over web based advertisements on what ads, when, where, and how 

long they be keen on to see them (Gallagher et. al., 2001). Strangelove (1994) documented several 

ad formats, including electronic mailing lists, signature files, use net newsgroups, software samples, 

free electronic newsletters, electronic brochures, and storefronts on the web. Bush and Harris 
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(1998) continue to show that the number one barrier to online advertising continues to be no proof 

of ROI or other measure of effectiveness. 

Briggs and Stipp (2000) share learning accumulated on the effectiveness of different types of ad 

formats. Internet advertising is a commercial communication intended to produce a response over 

time. A better understanding of the function of Internet advertising will not only help the 

development and use of numerous Internet advertising formats then also support the effective 

integration of both traditional and internet advertising in marketing campaigns. 

Caudill Eve M. and Murphy Patrick E. (2000) speaks out that Consumer privacy was a public policy 

issue that had received considerable attention over the last thirty years. The exceptional growth of 

the Internet had seeded several new concerns about protecting the privacy of consumers. It 

observed both historical and hypothetical analyses of privacy and make available domestic and 

international regulatory and self-regulatory move towards to confronting privacy issues on the 

Internet. It also assessed ethical theories that concern to consumer privacy and offered definite 

recommendations for corporate ethical policy and public policy and a research agenda. 

Anandam P. Kavoori and Kalyani Chadha (2001) studied the future of the internet in the developing 

world by exploring the discourse of advertising. On the basis of a visual analysis from records of New 

Delhi and newspapers and magazines, the study concluded that a rethinking is required for online 40 

Management Convergence advertising in developing word. It argues that the advertisement themes 

used in online advertisement used a vision of the future of internet which defies the issues of 

linguistic hegemony, technological innovations, a consumerist culture, support of sexism and class. 

The study suggests that the future of internet technology in the developing world is intimately 

connected with the issues of global capitalism and cultural hegemony. 

Ann E. Schlosser et al (2006) examined the impact of Web site design investments on consumers’ 

trusting beliefs and online purchase intentions. Such investments indicate the component of trusting 

beliefs that was most robustly related to online purchase intentions: ability. These things were 

effects strongly when consumers’ goals were to search rather than to browse and when purchases 

involved risk. The sample consisted of 111 respondents who participated in exchange for $10 and 

were recruited in the course of an electronic and a printed newsletter allocated to university 

employees. The sample was 68% female, with a mean age of 37.5 and a mean income of $35,000 to 

$49,999. Respondents had a median education of four years of college and used the Internet an 

typical of four to six times per week. 

J. Alberto Castañeda, Miguel A. Rodríguez, Teodoro Luque (2009) had carried out the study on 

the topic; Attitudes' hierarchy of effects in online user behaviour. The paper shows the 
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importance of attitude towards the web site and attitude towards the internet in explaining 

attitude towards the brand and consumer e‐behaviour, and identifies the hierarchy of effects 

operative among these three concepts of attitude: attitude towards the internet; attitude 

towards the web site; and attitude towards the brand. The main practical consequence of the 

study lies in the need to take into account that the profitability of an e‐business should not be 

measured solely in terms of direct profitability. Profits generated indirectly should also be 

considered, given the proven positive relationship between attitude towards the web site and 

attitude towards the brand. This conclusion is of vital importance since very few e‐businesses 

obtain direct profits. Brick‐and‐click firms eliminate their e‐businesses without bearing in mind 

the positive consequences they may be having on the brand itself.  

Yu Lu (2012) conducted the study on the topic “Consideration of Evaluation on Customer 

Satisfaction of B2C e-commerce Website”. The study reveals that In the process of rapid 

development of e-commerce, B2C online shopping is becoming a mainstream trend. In an 

increasingly competitive market, to survive and develop, we need grasp the customer's satisfaction. 

Therefore, evaluation of customer satisfaction has become one of the most important issues, which 

managers of B2C e-commerce websites are most concerned about. This paper introduces the model 

of the customer satisfaction and its influencing factors. With the analysis of customer groups and the 

establishment of the evaluation index system, the method of satisfaction evaluation is introduced 

and an example is described. Finally, some measures on improving satisfaction of B2C website are 

given.  

Efosa Idemudia (2016) carried out the study on the topic “The online target advertising design 

model: A conceptual model to provide theoretical guidelines, insights, and understanding in online 

target marketplaces and the development of websites and apps”. The study reveals that presents 

generations of digital marketing business strategy, guidelines and insights to online social media 

companies for how to design online target advertisements in digital market places, application 

development, and methods for improving click-through rates. Prior research has focused mainly on 

the input and process components of designing online target advertisements. Hence, there has been 

limited research that addresses the influence of visual display principles (VDP) on the output 

component of online target advertisement design. Motivated by this limited research, we have 

developed the online target advertising design (OTAD) model that incorporates the VDP; the 

theoretical background for the VDP is the visual perception theory. The OTAD model provides 

guidelines, insights, and IT strategies for how to effectively design online banner ads, apps, and 

websites for digital target advertising.   
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

1. To know the customer attitude towards online ad banners. 

2. To know the impact of online ad banner on consumer behaviour. 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The study has broader scope and helpful to get insight in understanding the interactive relationship 

between company and customers through online ad banners. This study also helps in understanding 

the customer attitude towards online ad banners. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

The study has been Quantitative research study (survey method) 

SAMPLE SIZE 

The sample of 80 respondents has been taken for survey on random basis sampling technique. The 

study has been carried out in Hyderabad city of Telangana State India. 

DATE ANALYSIS 

The data has been analysed with SPSS 20 and MS Excel. 

Data Analysis 

                

Figure 1: Quantitative Data of Respondents on Paying Attention towards Ad Banners 

From the above figures, it has explored that majority of the respondents consolidated does pays 

attention towards ad banner which is a good sign for the marketer and also for the consumer as the 

needs is satisfying for the both ends. At the same time, those people who are not paying the 

attention towards ad banner perhaps may feel that paying attention towards ad banner may deviate 

concentration from their work or get distracted by ad banner either repeatedly showing or 

inappropriate content etc. So the marketer needs to be take care of every possible aspect for 

displaying an ad banner in order to get attention from the consumer. 
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Figure 2: Quantitative Data of Respondents on influence of Ad Banners over buying behaviour 

From the survey result it was found that majority of the respondents have influence with the banner 

advertisement. This is a good sign for the marketers as well as users. But for those respondents who 

are not at all influence with ad banner is the real concern for the marketer 

                  

Figure 3: Quantitative Data of Respondents on opinion about Ad Banners 

Generally, the immediate response from the respondents might be neutral or blank or perhaps 

might be negative due to lack of enough information about the ad banner. In this survey, the 

respondents has recognizes both the positive and negative site ad banner. This appearance of value 

and prospective for the ad banner and it explored advance to govern what makes ad banner more 

attractive to user. In this survey, the majority of the total respondents have recognizes the positive 

opinion about ad banner. Ad banner helps marketers try to attract consumer by advertise new 

product and also pass necessary information. It is significantly important to advertise a product 

scrutinizing target group that depends on the advertisement content. From this survey it is also 

found that respondent are also told ad banner divert browsing pathway which may create negative 

impact of company. At the same time, most of the respondents agree that ad banner show new 

product or service and provide necessary information. 
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Figure 4: Quantitative Data of Respondents on purchasing goods influenced by Ad Banners 

Ad banner or banner advertisement is a new version of advertisement in modern times. Therefore, 

people perhaps may not have any interest to purchase goods or services influencing by an ad 

banner. From this outcome, it has been understand that people visit ad banners perhaps may to get 

the information about products or services which may not convert into purchase. By this we can also 

understand that people visits an ad banner more than they purchase any product or services.                  

             

Figure 5: Quantitative Data of Respondents on triggering interest to click Ad Banners 

From the above figure, it can be understand that the majority of the respondents do believe that the 

content of an ad banner which provides information about special offers, discount and deals etc. 

triggers their interest to click on it. On the other side small and considerable proportions of the total 

respondents do believe that their interest has been trigger with the content of an ad banner which 

provides an information about a brand that is familiar and trust, price information, product 

information and celebrities and famous people either. An ad banner is becoming most significant 

tool for the marketer to exercise the marketing strategies, but at the same time marketers need to 

be very much smart enough while designing the content or message of an ad banner.      
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CONCLUSION 

The study has been reveals many things about an online ad banners and its impact on the consumer 

behaviour. The study has been concluded that an online ad banner has active and passive impact on 

the consumer. Most of consumers does pay attention towards ad banners but effects more as 

passively or indirectly as most of the respondents does not buy the product through online ad 

banner but agrees that an ad banner influences them in the purchase decision and sometimes plays 

chief role which results in impulse purchase. However, the marketers must overcome on the 

negative views from the consumers. It has been concluded in todays’ digital era, the tools of digital 

marketing playing some fascinating role which attract the customers innovated as compare to 

traditional marketing. 
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